
Sumdog Starter helps you accelerate 
students’ progress, quickly develop 
fluency and build confidence in math 
with fun, personalized practice for 
grades K-8. 

Why purchase Sumdog Starter?

Students practicing math on 
Sumdog for 1 hour a week achieved 1½ 

years’ progress in 6 months. 
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Welcome to Sumdog Starter

. Inspire and succeed – give students the confidence to make progress by answering curriculum-aligned
questions from all areas of math as they play their favourite games. 

. Develop multiplication tables fluency - set fun multiplication tables practice and use the heatmap
report to target support.

. Encourage friendly competition - take part in one of Sumdog’s beloved regional or national contests
and watch as your students climb your local leaderboard by answering personalized math questions.

. Plan next steps - use the Sumdog diagnostic tool and stranded report to identify each student’s
strengths and areas for development.

. Engage and motivate - make math practice fun with 6 exciting games and a fun
rewards system, including Sumdog coins, the Sumdog  
house, and your students’ very own 
inclusive avatars!

“ I specifically had students who usually struggle with math become
motivated to participate due to Sumdog contests. I was also able 
to differentiate through the skills-based challenges and assign 
different ones to students who struggle with prior skills that we 
have covered in class. This has allowed them a different avenue 
to continue their learning through practice and engagement. 
Students were able to build on these skills at school but also at 
home through a fun and safe site that parents can trust.”

Allison Renner, Canaan Middle School, OH

Personalized math practice that students and teachers love 
Purchase Sumdog Starter for your school today 

Buy now at www.sumdog.com/buy Any questions? Contact starter@sumdog.com 
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